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Abstract. We present a new architecture for efficient search and approximate
information filtering in a distributed Peer-to-Peer (P2P) environment of Digital
Libraries. TheMinervaLightsearch system uses P2P techniques over a structured
overlay network to distribute and maintain a directory of peer statistics. Based on
the same directory, theMAPSinformation filtering system provides an approx-
imate publish/subscribe functionality by monitoring the most promising digital
libraries for publishing appropriate documents regarding a continuous query. In
this paper, we discuss our system architecture that combines searching and infor-
mation filtering abilities. We show the system components of MinervaLight and
explain the different facets of an approximate pub/sub system for subscriptions
that is high scalable, efficient, and notifies the subscribers about the most inter-
esting publications in the P2P network of digital libraries. We also compare both
approaches in terms of common properties and differences to show an overview
of search and pub/sub using the same infrastructure.

1 Introduction

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) has been a hot topic in various research communities over the last
few years. Today, the P2P approach allows handling huge amounts of data of digital
libraries in a distributed and self-organizing way. These characteristics offer enormous
potential benefit for search capabilities powerful in terms of scalability, efficiency, and
resilience to failures and dynamics. Additionally, such a search engine can potentially
benefit from the intellectual input (e.g., bookmarks, query logs, click streams, etc. [13,
14]) of a large user community. However, recent research on structured P2P architec-
tures [8, 9] is typically limited to exact-match queries on keys. This is insufficient for
text queries that consist of a variable number of keywords, and it is absolutely inappro-
priate for full-fledged Web search where keyword queries should return a ranked result
list of the most relevant approximate matches. In the area of distributed data manage-
ment, many prototypes have been developed [15, 16, 17] including our P2P Web search
engine prototype Minerva [2, 18].

In such a dynamic P2P setting, information filtering (IF) [1, 3, 5, 10], also referred to
as publish/subscribe or continuous querying or information push, is equally important
to one-time querying, since users are able to subscribe to information sources and be



notified when documents of interest are published by any digital library. This need for
push technologies is also stressed by the deployment of new tools such as Google Alert
or the QSR system. In an information filtering scenario, a user posts a subscription
(or profile or continuous query) to the system to receive notifications whenever certain
events of interest occur, e.g. a document matching the continuous query is added to a
digital library.

In this paper, we present the architecture for efficient search and approximate infor-
mation filtering in a distributed P2P environment of digital libraries. Our MinervaLight
search system uses P2P techniques over a structured overlay network to distribute and
maintain a directory of peer statistics. Based on the same directory, the MAPS1 in-
formation filtering system provides approximate pub/sub functionality by monitoring
the most promising digital libraries for publishing appropriate documents regarding a
continuous query.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the main search archi-
tecture of MinervaLight using one-time queries. The pub/sub functionality of MAPS
is explained in Section 3. Section 4 compares MinervaLight and MAPS and stresses
the common properties of both systems and shows the main differences, and Section 5
concludes the paper.

2 MinervaLight Search Architecture

In MinervaLight, we view every digital library as autonomous and each digital library
refers to a peer in the network. MinervaLight [24] combines different building blocks
under one common graphical user interface.

2.1 BINGO!

MinervaLight usesBINGO! [19], a focused Web crawler that mimics a human user
browsing the Web by only indexing documents that are thematically related to a pre-
defined set of user interests. BINGO! is a multi-language parser, i.e., it can detect the
language of documents and restrict the crawl to documents of a language of choice.
BINGO! learns the user interest profile by running a feature analysis over the book-
marks that it can import from the user’s Web browser. Within the user’s interest, the
system can further classify the documents it indexes into predefined and automatically
trained categories. Alternatively, BINGO! can instantaneously start a high-performing,
multi-threaded Web crawl from a set of interactively entered URLs. Crawling is contin-
uously performed in the background, without manual user interaction. BINGO! auto-
matically parses and indexes all applicable content types (currently text, html, and pdf)
to build a local search index from these documents. It utilizes stemming and stopword
elimination. The search index (in form of inverted index lists) is stored in the embed-
ded Cloudscape/Derby database. Different score values are computed without any user
interaction, to support ranked retrieval queries. In order to support more sophisticated
document scoring models, BINGO! can compute link-based authority scores (PageR-
ank, HITS) on its local Web graph.

1 Minerva Approximate Publish/Subscribe



2.2 TopX

TopX [20] is a search engine for ranked retrieval of XML and plain-text data, that
supports a probabilistic-IR scoring model for full-text content conditions (including
phrases, boolean expressions, negations, and proximity constraints) and tag-term com-
binations, path conditions for all XPath axes as exact or relaxable constraints, and
ontology-based relaxation of terms and tag names as similarity conditions for ranked
retrieval. For speeding up top-k queries, various techniques are employed: probabilistic
models as efficient score predictors for a variant of the threshold algorithm, judicious
scheduling of sequential accesses for scanning index lists and random accesses to com-
pute full scores, incremental merging of index lists for on-demand, self-tuning query
expansion, and a suite of specifically designed, precomputed indexes to evaluate struc-
tural path conditions.

2.3 Distributed Directory

MinervaLight continuously monitors the local search index and computes compact
statistics (called posts) that describe the quality of the index concerning particular terms.
These statistics contain information about the local search index, such as the size of the
index, the number of distinct terms in the index, the number of documents containing
a particular term, and optionally elaborate estimators for score distributions, based on
histograms or Poisson mixes. MinervaLight publishes that information into a fully dis-
tributed directory, effectively building a term to peer directory, mapping terms to the set
of corresponding statistics published by digital libraries from across the network. This
directory is significantly smaller than naively distributing a full-fledge term to document
index, which eventually makes P2P search feasible [21].

In order to further limit the size of the directory, each peer can determine whether it
is a valuable source of information for a particular term, and only publish statistics for
terms if it is considered a valuable resource for that term. The publishing process can
also be extended beyond individual terms to also account for popular key sets or phrases
[6]. The directory implementation is based on Past [22], a freely available implemen-
tation of a distributed hash table (DHT). It uses FreePastry’s route primitive to support
the two hash table functionalitiesinsert(key, value) andretrieve(key). A previous
version of the Minerva prototypes used Chord [9], another structured overlay network
to build-up the distributed directory. The choice of the underlying DHT is not a serious
decision since MinervaLight (as MAPS) is network agnostic.

MinervaLight passes(term, post)pairs to the DHT, which transparently stores it at
the peer in the network that is currently responsible for the key term. For this purpose,
we have extended the DHT with bulk insertion functionality, in order to send batches of
statistical synopses instead of sending them individually, greatly reducing the incurred
network overhead. Each directory peer maintains a list of all incoming synopses for a
randomized subset of keys; this metadata is additionally replicated to ensure availability
in the presence of network dynamics.



2.4 P2P Search and Ranking

MinervaLight offers a simple search interface that allows a user to enter query terms,
which starts the global query execution using the DHT as follows: for each term ap-
pearing in the query, MinervaLight executes retrieve(term) to retrieve all applicable
post lists from the directory, which serve as the input to query routing, i.e., selecting a
small subset of promising digital libraries that are most likely to provide high-quality
results for a particular query. MinervaLight uses the DHT route primitive to send the
user query to these selected digital libraries, which evaluate the query using their local
TopX engines on top of their local indexes and return their top-matching results to the
query initiator. MinervaLight appropriately combines the URLs from these autonomous
sources (result merging) and returns the final results to the user.

Lately, the JXP algorithm [23] to efficiently compute PageRank scores in a dis-
tributed environment of autonomous peers with overlapping local indexes is integrated
into MinervaLight. As PageRank has repeatedly been shown to improve the user per-
ceived result quality, the incorporation of JXP into MinervaLight is expected to increase
the result quality beyond what has so far been achieved with other existing approaches
solely based on statistics or based on PageRank scores derived from the local parti-
tions of the Web graph at each peer individually. Preliminary experimental results in
the paper referenced above support this hypothesis.

3 MAPS Information Filtering Architecture

In this section, we present the main system architecture of MAPS based on the P2P
search engine Minerva. Each peer or digital library that participates in MAPS imple-
ments three types of services: a publication, a subscription, and a directory service.

A peer implementing the publication service of MAPS has a (thematically focused)
web crawler and acts as an information producer. The publication service is used to
expose content crawled by the peer’s crawler and also content published by the peer’s
user to the rest of the network. Using the subscription Service users post continuous
queries to the network and this service is also responsible for selecting the appropriate
peers that will index the user query. Finally, the directory service is used to enable
the peer to participate in the P2P network, and is also responsible for acquiring the IR
statistics needed by the subscription service to perform the ranking.

3.1 Publishing of Resources

Publications in a peer or digital libraryp occur when new documents are made available
to the rest of the network. Each publication is matched against its local query index us-
ing appropriate local filtering algorithms, and triggers notifications to subscriber peers.
Notice that only peers with their continuous query indexed inp will be notified about the
new publication, since the document is not distributed to any other peer in the network.
This makes the placement of a peer’s continuous query a crucial decision, since only
the peers storing the query can be monitored for new publications, and the publication
and notification process does not need any additional communication costs.



3.2 Selecting appropriate Publishers

When a peerp receives a continuous queryq from the user,p has to determine which
peers or digital libraries in the network are promising candidates to satisfy the continu-
ous query with similar documents published in the future. To do so,p issues a request
to the directory service for each term contained inq, to receive per-peer statistics about
each one of the terms. Statistics from the retrieved lists are gathered and a peer score
is computed based on a combination of resource selection and peer behavior prediction
formulas as shown by the equation below.

score(p, q) = (1 − α) · sel(p, q) + α · pred(p, q)

The tunable parameterα affects the balance between authorities (digital libraries
with high sel(p, q) score) and promising peers (peers with highpred(p, q) score) in
the final ranking. Finally, based on the total score calculated for each peer a ranking
of peers is determined, and q is forwarded to the first k peers in the list, where k is
a user specified parameter. The continuous query is then stored in these peers, and a
notification is sent to the user every time one of the peers publishes a document that
matches the query.

A continuous query needs to get updated after a specific time period. For this rea-
son, a query contains a time-to-live (ttl) value such that the peer holding the query can
remove it after the ttl is expired. The peer initiating the continuous query process re-
quests new statistics from the directory and reselects the updated most promising peers
for q.

3.3 Resource Selection

The functionsel(p, q) returns a score for a peer or digital libraryp and a queryq,
and is calculated using standard resource selection algorithms from the IR literature
(such as simple tf-idf, CORI etc. [4,7]). Usingsel(p, q) we can identify authorities
specialised in a topic, but as we show later this is not enough in a filtering setting. In
our experimental evaluation we use a simple but efficient approach based on the peer
document frequency (df ) as the number of documents in the peer collection containing
a term, and the maximum peer term frequency (tfmax) as the maximum number of
term occurrences in the documents of the digital library.

3.4 Peer Behavior Prediction

Functionpred(p, q) returns a score for a peerp and a queryq that represents how likely
peerp is to publish documents containing terms found inq in the future. This predic-
tion mechanism is based on statistical analysis of appropriate IR metrics such as the
document frequency of a term. These statistics are made available through appropriate
requests form the directory service, and are treated as time series data. Then an appropri-
ate smoothing technique is used to model peer behavior and predict future publications.
In our prototype implementation, we use the evolution of the peer document frequency
(df ) to predict a number of documents in the next period containing a certain term, and



we use the progression of the collection size (cs) to predict the publishing rate. The
values for all terms of the multi-term query are again summarized. The publishing of
relevant documents is more accented than the dampened publishing rate.

The main idea behind predicting peer behavior or publishing behavior of digital
libraries is to view the IR statistics as time series data and use statistical analysis tools
to model peer behavior. Time series analysis accounts for the fact that the data points
taken over time have some sort of internal structure (e.g., trend, periodicity etc.), and
uses this observation to analyse older values and predict future ones. In our context
this hypothesis is valid; a digital library currently crawling publishing many documents
about soccer is likely to publish documents about soccer also in the future.

There are many different techniques to predict future values: moving average tech-
niques can not cope well with trends in the data values and assign equal weights to
past observations. Since both weaknesses are critical in our scenario, we use the sec-
ond group of techniques, exponential smoothing techniques. We have chosen double
exponential smoothing as the most appropriate method to model a peer’s behavior and
to predict publication activity in the future. Double exponential smoothing considers
trends in contrast to single exponential smoothing. For an application with many long-
lasting queries, one could use triple exponential smoothing, so that seasonality is taken
into account.

3.5 Why Prediction is necessary

A key component of the peer selection procedure is the prediction mechanism intro-
duced here. Prediction is complementary to resource selection and the following exam-
ple demonstrates its necessity in a filtering setting:

Assume that a digital librarydl1 is specialised in soccer, and thus it has become
an authority in articles about soccer, although it is not publishing new documents any
more. Contrary, digital librarydl2 is not specialised in soccer but currently it publishes
documents concerning soccer. Now imagine a user subscribing for documents with the
continuous query soccer world cup 2010 to be held in four years in South Africa. A
ranking function based only on resource selection algorithms would always choose dig-
ital library dl1 to index the user query. To get a high ranking score, and thus get selected
for indexing the user profile, digital librarydl2 would have to specialise in soccer, a long
procedure that is inapplicable in a filtering setting which is by definition dynamic. The
fact that resource selection alone is not sufficient is even more evident when news items
are published. News items have a short shelf-life, making them the worst candidate for
slow-paced resource selection algorithms. The above shows the need to include better
reactions in slow-paced selection algorithms, to cope with dynamics.

3.6 Directory Maintenance

As shown before, accurate per-peer statistics are necessary for the peer ranking and
selection process. The MAPS system uses the same directory as Minerva to maintain
the IR statistics. A conceptually global but physically distributed directory, which is
layered on top of a Chord-style distributed hash table (DHT), manages aggregated in-
formation about each digital library in compact form. This way, we use the Chord DHT



to partition the term space, such that every peer is responsible for the statistics of a ran-
domized subset of terms within the directory. To maintain the IR statistics up-to-date,
each one distributes per-term summaries (posts) of its local index along with its contact
information to the global directory. The DHT determines a peer currently responsible
for this term and this peer maintains a list of all posts for this term.

Notice that our architecture is network-agnostic. The directory service implemented
by the peers does not have to use Chord, or any other DHT to provide this information;
our architecture allows for the usage of any type of P2P network (structured or un-
structured), given that the necessary information (i.e., the per-peer IR statistics) is made
available to the rest of the services. Thus, unstructured networks with gossip-based pro-
tocols, hierarchical networks where the super-peers collect this type of information as
well as any structured overlay can implement the directory service. Nevertheless, user
the same infrastructure as the Minerva search engine enables to save message costs.

3.7 Experimental Results

First experiments with MAPS have shown promising results. We used different pub-
lishing scenarios to investigate the system properties in terms of recall as the ratio of
received notifications and the number of relevant published documents. We also con-
sidered a benefit/cost ratio to investigate the number of filtering messages needed to
get one notification. In comparison to existing exact information filtering approaches
[11, 12], MAPS enhances the scalability of P2P information filtering. Especially, by
exploiting peer specialization, we can achieve high recall even when indexing queries
to a small fraction of publishing digital libraries.
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Fig. 1.Experimental Results for MAPS using Resource Selection and Behavior Prediction.

Figure 1 shows the results of an experimental evaluation using 1,000 publishers and
30 two-, three- and four-term continuous queries. The peers are specialized in one of
the ten categories (e.g.,Sports, Musicetc.). The chart shows the filtering effectiveness
in terms of recall (ratio of total number of received notifications to the total number of



published documents matching a continuous query) where each peer publishes 30 doc-
uments within a specific time period and we investigate the results after ten publishing
rounds. We vary the percentageρ of publisher peers that store the continuous query.
Figure 1 illustrates that the use of behavior prediction improves recall over resource
selection as it manages to model more accurately the publishing behavior of peers.

4 Architectural Comparison

MinervaLight and MAPS are two different systems dealing with different issues, but
both approaches have several properties in common. In this section, we provide a com-
parison considering architectural issues. The following table 2 surveys salient system
properties of MinervaLight and MAPS in a side-by-side fashion:

existing exact information filtering approaches [11, 12], MAPS enhances the scalability of P2P 
information filtering. Especially, by exploiting peer specialization, we can achieve high recall even 
when indexing queries to a small fraction of publishing digital libraries. 

4. Architectural Comparison 
MinervaLight and MAPS are two different systems dealing with different issues, but both 
approaches have several properties in common. In this section, we provide a comparison 
considering architectural issues. The following table surveys salient system properties of 
MinervaLight and MAPS in a side-by-side fashion:  

 

 MinervaLight MAPS 

 

Directory 
Both use the same infrastructure to store statistical information of peers. This index 
forms a conceptually global, but physically distributed directory with term-peer 
statistics layered on top of a DHT. 

 
Overlay network 
(DHT) 

Past DHT, using FreePastry’s routing 
primitives; other DHT implementations 
possible. 

Chord DHT; other DHT implementations 
possible (Pastry, CAN, Tapestry…) 

 

Query Character 
 one-time queries 
 multi-term queries 
 other queries possible 

 continuous queries (subscriptions) 
 multi-term queries 
 other queries possible 

 
Query Routing:  
MinervaLight uses the directory to select 
the most promising peers to answer a one-
time user query.  

Query Assignment: 
MAPS uses the peer statistics to select the 
most promising peers on which a 
continuous query subscription is placed. Main Problem 

Peer Selection:  
In both approaches, the selection of the most promising peers is the most critical 
system decision at query run-time. 

 

Peer Selection 
MinervaLight uses the current statistics to 
apply resource selection methods (e.g., 
CORI, GlOSS, etc.). 

MAPS combines resource selection 
methods with peer behavior prediction 
based on time-series analyses.  

 

Extensions to 
improve Peer 
Selection 

MinervaLight uses knowledge about 
correlated terms, and overlap-awareness 
to improve the peer selection step. 
Distributed PageRank improves result 
quality. 

MAPS can be extended to consider term 
correlations. Other extensions are future 
work. 

 

Retrieval 
Measurements 

Relative Recall as the percentage of top-
k results of a centralized search engine.  

Recall as the ratio of received 
notifications to the total number of 
relevant documents published in the 
network 

 

Scalability 
MinervaLight scales well by only sending 
a query to a set of promising peers.  

MAPS improves scalability of P2P 
information filtering in contrast to exact 
information filtering system. 

 

Table 1: Salient features and Comparison of MinervaLight and MAPS.   

Fig. 2.Salient features and Comparison of MinervaLight and MAPS.



5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a system architecture for efficient search and approximate
information filtering in a distributed P2P environment of digital libraries. P2P tech-
niques are used to build a global directory of peer statistics. This directory is used for
peer selection in two scenarios: searching and approximate information filtering. To
build-up the directory, the architecture can use different underlying P2P system such as
Chord or Pastry.

We compared MinervaLight and MAPS in terms of various system properties: Min-
ervaLight is a distributed P2P system to search one-time queries in a network of digital
libraries. The approximate information filtering MAPS system uses the same infras-
tructure as MinervaLight including the distributed directory with term to peer statistics.
In MAPS, peer selection determines the most promising digital library peers to publish
documents of interest in the future to satisfy a continuous query. The selection process
combines well-known resource selection techniques with new peer behavior prediction
approaches.
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